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In this paper we give a classification of certain transitive primitive tree permuta- 
tion groups (those closed under “patching”), where a transitive tree permutation 
group (G, Q) is primitive if there are no non-trivial equivalence relations on 0 with 
convex classes which are preserved by each g in G. The classification is obtained by 
examining the restricted actions of G on the maximal subchains of 9. a 1992 
Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
A P.O. set (Q, < ) is called a tree or lower semilinear order if the following 
two conditions are satisfied: 
(a) for each CI E Sz the set (z E Q: t < CY) is totally ordered; 
(b) for all CC, fi E Q there is r E Sz with r < CI and r d p. 
To avoid a few trivial cases, we will restrict our attention to trees that 
contain an infinite subchain. A tree which is not a chain will be called a 
strict tree. A tree permutation group is a pair (G, Sz), where Q is a tree and 
G is a subgroup of the order-automorphism group A(Q); i.e., g E A(Q) if and 
only if g is a one-to-one function from Q onto Sz that satisfies for M, /I E R, 
erg d j3g if and only if ~16 /3. Let (G, Q) be a tree permutation group. If 52 
is a chain, we say that (G, ~2) is an ordered permutation group and we 
endow G with the pointwise ordering: f < g if af < ag for all a E 52. If Sz is 
a chain, then A(Q) is an l-group under the pointwise ordering. If (G, Q) is 
an ordered permutation group, and for eachf, gE G, the elementsf v g and 
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f~ g of A(S2) actually belong to G, we say that (G, Q) is an Z-permutation 
group. Thus for any chain L& (A(Q), 52) is an I-permutation group. 
In [S] W. C. Holland proved that every lattice-ordered group can be 
faithfully represented as a sublattice subgroup of the order-automorphism 
group of some totally ordered set. Since then algebraists have extensively 
studied ordered permutation groups. Much of the knowledge about 
ordered permutation groups can be found in the book by Glass [7]. There 
has been recent interest in A(O) when Q is a tree. Droste [4] examined the 
structure of strict trees whose order-automorphism group is highly trans- 
itive (i.e., n-transitive for n 3 2). (See Sect. 1 for definitions of these terms.) 
Droste et al. [6] obtained results concerning the normal subgroups of 
A(SZ) when Q is a weakly 2-transitive strict tree. 
In [9] Holland gave a classification of certain transitive primitive 
ordered permutation groups (those closed under “patching”). They are 
either uniquely transitive or doubly transitive. In this paper we extend this 
classification to transitive primitive tree permutation groups. In particular 
we prove that a rigidly homogeneous tree must be a chain (see Sect. 2 for 
definition). (This result is of interest in [lS].) In contrast, Ohkuma [14] 
proved the existence of 22Ko pairwise non-ordermorphic rigidly homo- 
geneous chains (see also Glass [7, Theorem 4.2.21). Our main result is the 
following (see Sects 1 and 3 for definitions): 
THEOREM. Let (G, 52) be a transitive primitive tree permutation group 
closed under patching. Then either: 
(i) (G, Q) is the right regular representation of a subgroup of the 
reals, or 
(ii) Q is dense, no hole of Q has more than one cover, and for each 
maximal subchain C of Q, (G lc, C) is transitively derived from a doubly 
transitive l-permutation group. 
Moreover, any (G, 52) satisfying (i) is primitive, and a transitive 
depressible tree permutation group (G, 52) satisfying (ii) is primitive. 
As a consequence of this result we obtain: 
COROLLARY. Let 52 be a Dedekind-complete tree and G: = Aut(SZ, < ). 
Then (G, 0) is transitive primitive tf and only if (G, 52) is 2-homogeneous. 
Throughout this paper we will use Z for the integers, Q for the rationals, 
and R for the reals. Z+, Q+, and R+ will denote the positive integers, the 
positive rationals, and the positive reals, respectively. We will denote the 
set of negative integers by Z-, and N will denote the set (0, 1,2,3.. . }. 
Unless otherwise specified, these sets will all possess their natural total 
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order. We assume that all chains are infinite. For any set K, (K 1 will denote 
the cardinality of K, and S(K) will denote the full symmetric group on K. 
We will use lower case Greek letters for elements of trees, and lower case 
Latin letters for order-automorphisms. Functions will be written to the 
right of the argument. We denote by e or id the identity element of any 
group. We use multiplicative notation for groups. 
1. BACKGROUND AND NOTATION 
Let Q be a partially ordered set. In the case that either a < /? or p < a we 
say that a and fl are comparable; otherwise we say that a and /I are 
incomparable and write a 11 b. We say that Q is trivially ordered or totally 
unordered if a < b implies that a = ,!I; totally ordered or linearly ordered (or 
a chain) if for all a, /?EQ, a<fl or bda; and a lattice if each a, fiEsZ has 
a least upper bound (denoted by a v /3) and a greatest lower bound 
(denoted by a A fi). If CI f /3 we write [a, fi] = {z E Q: a < z < /?) for the 
closed interval, and (a, ,!I) = (t E 52: a < T < fi> for the open interval. If 
r E [a, /?I, we say that t lies between a and /? ; and if t E (a, fi), we say that 
z lies strictly between a and /3. A subset S of Sz is said to be convex in Sz 
if whenever a,/3ES and adT<fi (zEQ)), then YES. If Z is a chain and 
{Qi: i E Z} is a family of pairwise disjoint partially ordered sets, then 
0 {Q,: iEZ} is the set u {Qi: iEZ} ordered by cl</3 if aeSZi, PESZ~ and 
i<j or (i=j and a</? in Sz,). 
We say that a tree permutation group (G, Q) is k-homogeneous if every 
isomorphism between k-element subsets of 52 extends to an element of G; 
k-transitive if, whenever two k-element subsets of Q are isomorphic, there 
is an element of G taking one subset to the other; weakly k-transitive if any 
isomorphism between subchains of Sz of length k extends to an element of 
G. Note that weak k-transitivity is weaker than k-transitivity which is 
weaker than k-homogeneity. However, they all coincide if 0 is a chain or 
k = 1. If (G, Q) is l-transitive, we say that (G, Sz) is transitive. We also say 
that Q is weakly k-transitive (k-transitive, k-homogeneous) if A(Q) is 
(kEZ+). 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let (G, f2) be a transitive tree permutation group. 
Then Q has no maximal or minimal elements. 
Proof. Since Q contains an infinite subchain, there exist elements 
a, /I E Sz with a < fl. Now let z E Sz be arbitrary. By transitivity, there exist 
f, gc G such that af= r and Bg = r. Hence ag < fig = z = af< I’, so z is 
neither maximal nor minimal. i 
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PROPOSITION 1.2. Let (G, 52) be a tree permutation group. If (G, 52) is 
weakly k-transitive (k-transitive, k-homogeneous) for some k > 2, then (G, .Q) 
is also weakly n-transitive (n-transitive, n-homogeneous) for each n 6 k, 
respectively. 
Proof Identical to the proof given in Lemma 4.17 of [4]. 1 
A partially ordered set (P, 6 ) is called Dedekind-complete if each non- 
empty subset of P which is bounded below in P has an infimum (greatest 
lower bound) in P, or equivalently, if each non-empty subset of P which 
is bounded above in P has a supremum (least upper bound) in P. It is easy 
to see that a tree (Q, d ) is Dedekind-complete if and only if each maximal 
subchain of 52 is Dedekind-complete and 52 is a meet-semilattice (i.e., each 
pair of elements of 52 has an infimum in 52). The following proposition 
shows that each tree (Q, <) has a unique Dedekind-completion. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let (Q, d ) be a tree. Then there is a Dedekind- 
complete tree (8, 6 ‘) with the following properties: 
(i) Qcfi, and 6, <’ coincide on Q; 
(ii) if M E a, then there is a non-empty subset S of 52, with S bounded 
below in Q, such that SI is equal to the greatest lower bound of S in D. 
Furthermore, given trees 52,) Q2 and corresponding Dedekind-complete trees 
aI, 0, satisfying (i) and (ii), each isomorphism @: Q, -‘a2 extends to a 
unique isomorphism G : Q, + 0,. 
Proof Call a convex subchain C 5 0, with C unbounded below in Q 
and C not a maximal subchain of 52, good if C = L( U(C)) where, for any 
subsetSof52,L(S)={crEQ:forallrES,a~s}andU(S)={crER:forall 
YES, r<cc}. For each ~EQ, the set C,={r~Q:rda} is a good chain. 
Let (a, < ‘) be the set of all good chains in Q, partially ordered by inclu- 
sion. Now embed 52 into 0 via the map CI -+ C, (CI E Q) and identify Sz with 
its image in a. Conditions (i) and (ii) follow, and (Q <‘) is a Dedekind- 
complete tree. Finally, if Q, and 52, are trees and @: 52, -+ Q, is an 
isomorphism, the mapping 5 : 0, + 8, defined by cr6 = sup{ r @ : r E Q, , 
~EU} is an isomorphism extending @; clearly $ is unique. i 
We shall denote by Q the Dedekind-completion of a tree 52. Note that 
each g E A(Q) extends to a unique automorphism of 8, which we will also 
denote by g. An element of 6\52 will be called a hole of 52. 
Now let Q be a chain and n c Q. We say that A is cojinal (coinitial) in 
Q if for each 6 E Sz, there is 1 E /1 such that ;1> 6 (2 < 6). If n is colinal and 
coinitial in Q, then A is said to be coterminal in 0. The cofinality (coini- 
tiality) of Q is inf(Inl: /1 is colinal in O} (inf{ Inl: /i is coinitial in Q}). We 
481’146!2-3 
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write cf(Q) for the colinality of B, and ci(s2) for the coinitiality of Q. If 
cf(Q) = ci(Q), we say that 52 has coterminality cf(Q). Let CIE 8. If 
A= {p~Q:p<a} and sup(A)= a, we call @(A) the initial character of a, 
and if n = {b E Q : /3 > ct } and inf(/1} = a, we call ci(A ) the final character 
of cc If a has initial character N, and final character K,. we write cP, for the 
character of M. If a has initial character K, but inf{ j? E 52: /3 > a} # a, we 
write c,. for the character of cc Similarly we may have c*, or c** as 
characters of an element of 8. Note that an element of 8\52 must have 
character cP, for some ordinals p, v since inf{ /I E 52 : /I > M} # c( only if c1 has 
an immediate successor, etc. Observe that clg has the same character as c1 
for all g E A(Q) (a E Q). Hence if Q is transitive, all its elements have the 
same character. 
Let Q be a tree. Following Droste et al. [6], we let ram(Q):= 
{M E 8: o! = inf{r, o} for some T, c E 52 with z /I a>, the set of ramification 
points of Q. If Q is a chain, then ram(Q) = $3. A partially ordered set 
(Sz, Q ) is said to be lower directed if each pair of elements of Q has a lower 
bound in 52. Let Q be a tree and a E ram(Q). The maximal lower directed 
subsets of {r E 52 : tl < r} are called the cones of CI. We let C(a) denote the 
set of all cones of c(. Let K be a finite or infinite cardinal. If (C(a)1 = K 
for all GIE ram(Q), K is called the ramification order of Sz, and we write 
K = r.o.(fi). 
If A is a subset (usually a chain) of a tree Q, we define AC’ (the closure 
of A in Q) by Ad:= (z EQ: there are a, BE A such that either a<r </3, or 
o!<r and rll/?}= {z~Q:a<r for some a~A)\{z~B:a<z for all SEA). 
Ifa,jIEQ witha<p, wedeline (a,~):={a,fl}c’andcall (a,/?) aninter- 
vu1 of Sz, If Q is a chain, (a, /I) coincides with [a, j?]. If SL has no maximal 
elements, a will be the smallest element of (a, /I) and /l will be the unique 
maximal element of (a, fi ), and hence any isomorphism from (a, /I) to 
(z, 0) will take a to r and /I to 6. 
Recall the terminology from Droste et al. [6]. A convex subset S of 
tree $2 is said to be a non-trivial orbital of g E A(Q) if S is an infinite 
chain, Sg = S, and for some (equivalently, all) a E S the set { ag’: i E Z} is 
unbounded above and below in S. We say that g has positive (negative) 
parity on S if a < ag (ag < a) for some (equivalently, all) a E S. 
Let Q be a tree, and let G be a subgroup of A(Q). Following Droste 
et al. [6], we say that G is closed under piecewise patching if the following 
holds: assume that C is an infinite chain in Sz, and let {ai: in Z}, 
{pi:ieZ) be two unbounded subsets of C such that ai<aj+,, f?i<fii+l 
for each iE Z; also, for each in Z let gic G induce an isomorphism 
(ai, ai+ i) -+ (pi, fii+ i ); if g E A(Q) is the map which coincides with gi on 
( ai, ai + , ) for each i E Z, and fixes sZ\C” pointwise, then g E G. Note, if 52 
is a chain, our definition coincides with the usual definition of piecewise 
patching given to chains. 
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Next, we say that G is closed under disjoint patching if the following 
conditions are satisfied. 
(a) Assume LX, /3, t E Q and f, g E G satisfy a < {/?, z}, af = CI, and 
pf=fig=z. Let heA coincide with g on {z~Q:Bdt}, with f on 
(GI,/?), and with the identity on Q\{z~Q:cr<z}. Then hEG. 
(b) Assume A, c D (i E I) are pairwise disjoint subsets such that 
A ; = Sy for some infinite convex subchain Si s 52 (i E I). Let gj E G have Si 
as a non-trivial orbital, and define g E A(Q) so that it agrees on each set Ai 
with gi (iE I) and on Q\ u {A,: i E I} with the identity. Then g E G. 
(c) Assume c1 E ram(Q) and ge G satisfy erg = c(. Let h EA(Q) coin- 
cide with g on {TEQ:GL<<z} and with the identity on Q\{TESZ:~~T}. 
Then h E G. 
Let Q be a tree. If a subgroup G of A(Q) is closed under piecewise and 
disjoint patching, we say that G is closed under patching. A subgroup G of 
A(Q) is said to be depressible if, whenever ge G, S is a non-trivial orbital 
of g, and SEA coincides with g on SC’ and fixes sZ\S” pointwise, we 
have f E G. Note, if Q is a chain, our definition coincides with the definition 
of depressibility given to automorphism groups of chains. Clearly, for any 
tree Q, A(O) is depressible and closed under disjoint patching. We now 
extend Lemma 2.1 of Droste et al. [6] to trees. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let (G, Q) be a tree permutation group closed under 
piecewise patching. Then G is depressible. 
Proof: Let g E G, let SE Q be a non-trivial orbital of g, and let h E A(Q) 
coincide with g on SC’ and fix Q\S”’ pointwise. Choose CI E S, and assume 
that c( < erg. Since h coincides with g on each interval (ag’, clg’+ ’ ) (ie Z) 
we have hEG. 1 
Lemma 3.1 of Droste et al: [6] shows that if Q is a tree without maximal 
elements, then A(Q) is closed under piecewise patching, and thus closed 
under patching. 
Next, let (G, 52) be a tree permutation group and C E Q a convex sub- 
chain. We define G,:= {g E G: Cg = C}, and G 1 c:= GJN, where N is the 
normal subgroup { ge G,: gl, = e} of G,. If C= {a}, we will write G, for 
G,,,. Note that G Ic may be considered as a subgroup of A(C). Let grz G; 
the support of g, denoted by supp( g), is the set {a E Q : ug #LX}. Recall that 
a p.o. set (P, < ) is called dense if, whenever ~1, bE P with c1< /?, there is 
TEP with a<~</?. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let (G, 52) be a weakly 2-transitive tree permutation group. 
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(a) Then whenever a, fi, t, ~ESZ with c( < /3 and z < o, there is ge G 
such that g maps (a, j3) isomorphically onto (T, a). Furthermore, (52, < ) is 
dense. 
(b) (Generalization of Lemma 3.2(b) of Droste et al. [6].) If, in 
addition, G is closed under patching we then have the following: Let A, B be 
two finite subchains of Q with 1 Al = 1 B(, and let z E 52 with z < A u B. Then 
there is f E G with Af = B and z < supp( f ). 
Proof: (a) Let CI, /I, z, o E Q with c( < fl and r < c. From weak 2-tran- 
sitivity there exists gc G with erg= z and /Ig= (T. Then g induces an 
isomorphism (~1, fi ) -+ (z, u ). Let a, fl E Q with a < /I. There are r, 6, (T E S2 
with z < 6 < cr. From the first part of the proof, the sets (7, a) and (a, fl) 
are isomorphic by an element gc G such that zg = a and eg = /I. Thus 
a < 6g </I and so (S2, < ) is dense. 
(b) Identical to that given in Droste et al. [6]. 1 
COROLLARY 1.6. Let (G, Q) be a weakly 2-transitive tree permutation 
group closed under patching. Then (G, Q) is weakly m-transitive for all 
mEZ+. 
Proof. Immediate from the previous lemma. 1 
Let 0 be a tree. The next lemma gives a relationship between the “size” 
of a subgroup G of A(Q), and the “size” of each G 1 c in A(C), C a maximal 
subchain of Q. 
LEMMA 1.7 (Generalization of Proposition 4.2 of Droste et al. [6]). Let 
(G, In) be a tree permutation group closed under patching, and let C be a 
maximal subchain of a. Then G 1 c is an l-subgroup of A(C) closed under 
patching. Furthermore, if (G, Q) zs weakly 2-transitive, then (G 1 c, C) is 
doubly transitive. 
Proof: Clearly Glc is closed under patching in A(C). Thus, by 
Lemma 1.4, Gl, is depressible, and depressibility coupled with disjoint 
patching gives the following: for any g E G 1 c we have g v e E G 1 c; and so 
G ) c is an l-subgroup of A(C). Now suppose that (G, Q) is also weakly 
2-transitive. Let a, /I, z, c E C with a < fl and z < 6. Choose 6 E C with 
{/I, cr} < 6. By Lemma 1.5(b) there is f E G with af = r, /if = c’, and Sf = 6. 
Let A be the disjoint union of each SC’, S a non-trivial orbital off with 
S < 6. Define g E A(Q) by 
on A 
on Q\A. 
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Then erg = z, /?g = e and, since G 1 c is depressible and closed under disjoint 
patching, g E G 1 c. Therefore, (G Ic, C) is doubly transitive. 1 
Recall that a doubly transitive Z-permutation group is m-transitive for all 
m 3 2 (Lemma 1.10.1 of [7]). In contrast, the following theorem shows 
that a strict tree permutation group can be at most 2-homogeneous or 
3-transitive. 
THEOREM 1.8. Let (G, .Q) be a strict tree permutation group and 
26k,nEZ+. 
(a) Zf (G, 52) is k-transitive, then k E (2, 3 }. 
(b) If (G, f2) is n-homogeneous, then II = 2. 
Proof Identical to that given in Theorem 5.8 of [4]. 1 
We now give an example of a “canonical” transitive strict tree. We model 
Example 6.3 of Droste [4] and include the formal construction for future 
reference. Classes of 2-homogeneous and 3-transitive strict trees are given 
in Chapter 6 of [4], and a class of 2-transitive strict trees, which are 
not 2-homogeneous, is given in Theorem 3.8 of [4]. The reader who is 
interested in the structure theory of 2-transitive, 3-transitive, and 
2-homogeneous trict trees is referred to Chapter 5 of [4]. 
EXAMPLE 1.9. Let C be any unbounded chain. Fix CI E C and let C’ = 
{z E C: tx < z}. We use C and C’ as our basic building blocks for the con- 
struction of a tree ($2, d ) with ram(Q) = Q and ramification order 2. We 
define (52, d ) in the natural way as the union of a countable chain (under 
inclusion) of p.o. sets (A;, <) (iEZ+), where, for each iEZ+, AicAi+, 
and the order of A ; + i extends the order of A i. First, let A i = B, = C. Now 
if (A,, 6 ) and Bip i c A i have already been defined for some i E Z +, we 
obtain (A i+ i, 9 ) by adjoining at each BE Bi_ , a copy C, of the chain C’ 
such that B<Cp in Aj+i. That is, we put Bi=lJ{CD:/l~Bi~l}, 
A z+,=AiuBi, and r<a for t, CJEA~+~ if and only if either r,a~A~ and 
t<o in (A,, <), or z, QEC~ for some /?EB~-, and tda in (C,, <), or 
TEA~,~EC~ for some DeBi-, and z<B in (Ai, Q). Then 
(0, <) = lJieZ+ (A,, <) is a tree as desired; an isomorphic copy of this 
tree will be denoted by T,(C, C, LX). 
We obtain trees with higher ramification order K 2 2, denoted by 
T,(C, C, a), by adjoining, in the above construction, at each p E Bi-, 
precisely K - 1 (K) copies of C’ if K is finite (infinite), and we obtain trees 
Q with ram(Q) z Q\Q, loosely speaking, by adjoining these chains at 
points /? E Ai\ Ai. If C is transitive, we denote T,(C, C, a) by T,(C). Then 
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T,(Z) is a non-dense transitive strict tree with pairwise isomorphic cones 
at each ramification point. Furthermore, ram( T,(Z)) = T,(Z), and for each 
maximal subchain C of T,(Z), A( T,(Z)) ( c = A(C) z A(Z) E Z. 
2. UNIQUELY TRANSITIVE TREE PERMUTATION GROUPS 
We now give some background material on right ordered groups. For 
-more details see Conrad [3], Hollister [lo], and Mura and Rhemtulla 
[ 131. A group G with a binary relation < is called a right partially ordered 
group (r. p. o. group) if < is a partial ordering of G and, for all x, y, z E G, 
x < y implies xz < yz (i.e., the order is preserved by right multiplication). If 
G is any group, we will call a subsemigroup Q of G with Q n Q ~ ’ = 12/ a 
strict right cone for G. Note that a strict right cone Q for a group G defines 
a right partial order, <, on G given by g < h if and only if hg-’ E Q. 
Now let (G, a) and (H, T) be tree permutation groups. If both 4: G + H 
and $: 52 -+ T are isomorphisms, then (4, $) is said to be an isomorphism 
of(G,SZ)onto(H,T)if(a~)(g~)=(ag)~forallaE52,gEG.IfH=Gand 
4 is the identity, 1+9 is said to be an isomorphism if (4, tj) is. 
A tree permutation group, (G, s2), is said to be uniquely transitive if given 
a, /?E 52, there is a unique gE G such that ag = 8, e.g., the right regular 
representation, (G, G), of a right tree-ordered group G. If (A(&?), Sz) is 
uniquely transitive we say that $2 is rigidly homogeneous, e.g., Z. The next 
theorem shows that a rigidly homogeneous chain may be considered as a 
subgroup of the reals. 
THEOREM 2.1. (Ohkuma [ 141; see Glass [7, Theorem 4.2.21). rfsZ is a 
rigidly homogeneous chain, then it is isomorphic to a subgroup of R and 
(A(O), s2) is just the right regular representation. Moreover, there exist 22% 
pairwise non-isomorphic rigidly homogeneous chains. 
Now let (G, Sz) be a tree permutation group. We define a right partial 
order on G as follows. Let a E !S be fixed (arbitrary), and let 
Q={gEG:a<ag}. Then Q-‘={geG:ag<a} and so QnQP1=O. 
Now g, , g, E Q implies a < ag, and a < ag,, and so a < agig, which implies 
that gig, E Q. Hence Q is a strict right cone for G, and thus induces a right 
partial order on G. We denote this partial order by < c(. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let (G, f2) be a uniquely transitive tree permutation group 
and let a E g be arbitrary. Then (G, < .) is isomorphic to (52, < ), and (G, Q) 
is isomorphic to the right regular representation (G, G). 
Proof. Define +: G-S2 by g$=ag (gEG). Now g,$=g,$*ag,= 
ag,*ag, g;l =a*g, g;‘= e (from unique transitivity) *g, = g,, and so 
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Ic/ is one-to-one. From transitivity it follows that II/ is onto. Now 
gl<agZ+e <ag2gl’oa<ag2g110agl<agz. Therefore, both (I/ and 
$ - ’ are order-preserving and $ : (G, < .) -+ (52, < ) is an isomorphism. 
Define 4: G -+ G to be the identity. Then (gll/)f= (ag)f= a(gf) = (gf)ll/ 
(f, g E G). Thus $ : (G, G) -+ (G, 52) is an isomorphism. 1 
Let C be a chain, and let a, /IE C. A subset of the form 
(a, CO) = {z E C: a < z} is said to be an upper segment of C, a subset of the 
form (-a3,/I)=(t~C:r<jI) is said to be a lower segment of C, and a 
subset of the form (a, /I) = {r E C: a < r < /3} is said to be a bounded 
segment of C. We now state a result concerning chains. 
LEMMA 2.3. A bounded segment of a rigidly homogeneous chain is not 
isomorphic to an upper or lower segment of the same chain. 
Proof Let C be a rigidly homogeneous chain, and let A = (a,, a*) be 
a bounded segment of C and B= (- co, p2) a lower segment of C, 
(aI, az, /I2 E C). The proof is similar if B is an upper segment. Suppose that 
A and B are isomorphic. Then there exists an isomorphism g from (al, a*] 
onto (-co, pz] with a2 g = a2. Since C is rigidly homogeneous there is a 
unique h E A(C) such that a,h = p2. Now a1 h E B, and thus we may choose 
/I1 E B with p, < a1 h. Then g induces an isomorphism, g,, from (pi g- ‘, a2) 
onto (pi, /12). Since C is transitive, all lower segments are isomorphic and 
all upper segments are isomorphic. Hence there is an isomorphism g, from 
(-co,/?ig-‘1 onto (-co,fi,]. Delinef by 
on (--Go, B,g-‘I 
on (D1 g-', 4 
on [a,, 00). 
Then f E A(C), a2 f = jj2, and f # h; a contradiction. Therefore, A is not 
isomorphic to B. 1 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let (G, 52) be a tree permutation group. We say that 
(G, 52) is chain transitive if for each maximal subchain C E Sz, (G Ic, C) is 
a transitive ordered permutation group (i.e., for each a, fi E C there exists 
g E G such that ag = /I and Cg = C). If (A(Q), Q) is chain transitive, we also 
say that 52 is chain transitive. 
Clearly a chain-transitive tree permutation group is transitive. In 
contrast to Lemma 1.7, we now construct a class of transitive trees which 
are not chain transitive. 
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EXAMPLE 2.5. Let R be an Ohkuma subgroup of the reals. Let 
U= (-co, 0] n R and V= R\U. We define (Q(R), <) in the natural 
way as in Example 1.9 but with the following changes: First, 
let A, = B, = U% Z (A i is considered to be our reference chain), the 
antilexicographically ordered product of U and Z. As we construct 
(Q(R), d ), we select a subset, denoted by Z(Q(R)), which we subsequently 
refer to as the zero points of (O(R), <). We define Z(Q(R)) as the union 
of a countable chain (under inclusion) of subsets Z(Ai) of O(R) (iE Z’). 
Let Z(A,)= ((0,m)~A ,:meZ). Now if (Ai, <) and RiP,~A, have 
already been defined for some i E Z +, we obtain (A i+, , < ) by adjoining at 
each BE Bip i a copy C, of the chain V if p E Z(A ;), otherwise we adjoin 
a copy C, of the chain U ‘x Z + (see Example 1.9 for the definition of Bi). 
If Z(Ai) has been defined for some iEZ+, we obtain Z(A,+,) by 
Z(A~+~)=Z(A~)U({(O,~):~EZf}GC~:~EBi-~\Z(Ai)}, and define 
Z(Q(R))= Uiez+ (Z(A,)). Then (Q(R), <)= Uitz+ (Ai, <) is a tree with 
ram(Q(R)) = Q(R) and r.o. (Q(R)) = 2. 
u Zero points of R(R) 
Now since all lower segments of R are isomorphic, Q(R) has only two 
isomorphism types of maximal subchains, namely U 2 Z ~ G R and U '7 Z, 
and as a consequence of Lemma 2.3, both of these chains are not transitive. 
Hence 52(R) is not chain transitive. Furthermore, for each maximal sub- 
chain C of Q(R), A(Q(R)) 1 c = A(C). We now show that Q(R) is transitive. 
We first show that the two cones at each point of Q(R) are non- 
isomorphic. Now each r E Q(R) has a cone with a (unique) maximal 
subchain isomorphic to R and a cone with a (unique) maximal subchain 
isomorphic to an upper segment of R. Any two maximal subchains of the 
same cone would have to meet on a lower segment of each. Hence from 
Lemma 2.3, no cone can contain a maximal subchain of each type. There- 
fore, the two cones at each point of Q(R) are non-isomorphic. 
Now let u, /-I E Q(R). Let M, , N, and M,, N, denote the two cones at a 
and /I, respectively. Without loss of generality we assume that M, and M, 
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are the cones with maximal subchains isomorphic to R. Let C, and Cz 
denote these maximal subchains of M, and M,, respectively, and let h, be 
an isomorphism from C1 onto Cz. Then N, and N, have maximal 
subchains isomorphic to upper segments of R. Let D, and D, denote these 
maximal subchains of N, and NZ, respectively. Since all upper segments of 
R are isomorphic, there exists an isomorphism h, from D, onto D,. Let 
L, = {z E Q(R): r ,< M} and L, = {z E Q(R): r 6 8). Since all lower segments 
of R are isomorphic, both L, and L, are isomorphic to U R Z -. Let h, 
denote an isomorphism from L, onto L,. As a consequence of Lemma 2.3, 
we can extend h,, h,, h, to isomorphisms hi, hi, hi from Cy’= 44, onto 
c;=kf,, 0;’ = N, onto 0;’ = N,, and Lf= {reQ(R): a+z:t} onto 
Li = (z E Q(R): /I 4: T}, respectively. 
We now give some justification for the existence of the above extensions. 
More generally, let S, and S, be convex subchains of Q(R), and let h be 
an isomorphism from S, onto S,. We describe how to extend h to an 
isomorphism h’ from ST’ onto Sf. Let CE S,. For reasons which will 
become apparent we may assume that o is not the maximal element (if one 
exists) of S, . Let M be the cone at o which is disjoint from S,, and let N 
be the cone at ah which is disjoint from Sz. It suffices to show that we can 
extend h to an isomorphism h’ from S, u M onto S2 u N. Now 
{r E S, : g < r > has a lower segment isomorphic to either a bounded seg- 
ment of R or a lower segment of R. Without loss of generality assume that 
it has a lower segment isomorphic to a bounded segment of R. Since S2 is 
isomorphic to S,, (r E S, : ah < r } also has a lower segment isomorphic to 
a bounded segment of R. As a consequence of Lemma 2.3, we see that the 
cones at o, ah, which interest S, , S2, non-vacuously, cannot contain maxi- 
mal subchains which are isomorphic to R. Hence both M and N contain 
maximal subchains isomorphic to R. Let C and D denote these maximal 
subchains of M and N, respectively, and let k be an isomorphism from C 
onto D. Define h’ by 
on S, 
on C. 
Then h’ is an isomorphism from S, u C onto S, u D, and h’ extends h. We 
now repeat the above procedure beginning with the chain C. 
Note that Q(R) is a disjoint union of M,, N,, and L”,‘, and also a 
disjoint union of MZ, N,, and L;bl. Define g by 
i 
h; on M, 
g= h; on N, 
h; on Lt. 
Then gEA(SZ(R)) and ccg= @. Hence Q(R) is transitive. 
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We define an R-block of Q(R) to be a convex subchain maximal 
with respect to being isomorphic to R. Note that as a consequence of 
Lemma 2.3, 0(R) is a disjoint union of R-blocks, and each g E A(Q(R)) 
permutes the R-blocks of Q(R). 
Now let G be a right partially ordered group. Let Si be the condition 
Vx, y E G ((Vn E Z y” d x) *y = e), and let S, be the condition Vx, y E G 
((Vn E Z x d y”) = y = e). G is said to be archimedean if it satisfies condition 
S,. The following proposition shows that a r.p.o. group satisfies condition 
S, if and only if it satisfies condition S,, and thus either one may be taken 
as our definition of archimedean. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. A right partially ordered group G satisfies condition S, 
zf and only tf it satisfies condition Sz. 
Proof Let e # y, x E G be given, and let z = xyx-‘. Note that z # e, for 
otherwise y = e. Then y” < x if and only if x- ’ < zpn, and so G satisfies 
condition S1 if and only if G satisfies condition SZ. m 
The following theorem is due to Adeleke et al. [l, Theorem 3.11, and it 
characterizes archimedean right upper semilinearly ordered groups, where 
an upper semilinear order is the inverse ordering of a lower semilinear 
order. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let G be a group with a right-invariant, archimedean, 
upper semilinear ordering <. Then G is abelian and < is linear. 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let (G, c ) be an archimedean right tree-ordered group. 
Then G is abelian and < is linear. 
Proof If (G, <) is an archimedean right tree-ordered group then 
(G, <‘), where x <‘y if and only if y<x (x,y~G), is a right upper 
semilinearly ordered group satisfying condition S,, and thus from 
Proposition 2.6, (G, < ‘) is archimedean. Therefore, from Theorem 2.7, G 
is abelian and <’ is linear. Hence, < is linear. 1 
In contrast to Theorem 2.1, we now show that rigidly homogeneous 
strict trees do not exist. 
THEOREM 2.9. Let (G, Q) be a uniquely transitive depressible tree 
permutation group. Then G is abelian and D is totally ordered. 
Proof Let c1 E Q be given. From Lemma 2.2, (G, < .) is isomorphic to 
(Q, < ) and the right regular representation (G, G) is isomorphic to (G, Q). 
We now show that (G, ca) is archimedean. Suppose not. Then there exist 
e # y, x E G such that y” < sL x for all n E Z. Let S be the non-trivial orbital 
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of y, considered as a permutation under right multiplication, containing y. 
Now y” d Ix x for all n E Z, implies that S d z x. Define g by 
on SC’ 
on G\S”. 
Then, since G is depressible, g E G. Now choose z E G with x < rr Z. Then 
zg = z and e #g, contradicting unique transitivity. Therefore, (G, < .) is 
archimedean and the theorem then follows from Corollary 2.8. 1 
COROLLARY 2.10. A rigidly homogeneous strict tree does not exist. 
3. TRANSITIVE PRIMITIVE TREE PERMUTATION GROUPS 
Let (G, Q) be a tree permutation group. A congruence of (G, 52) is an 
equivalence relation x on Q such that each equivalence class is convex and 
clg z fig whenever CI z p (a, j3 E Q, g E G). Note that (G, 52) has two trivial 
congruences, denoted by S and U : CI Sg if c( = p (the singleton congruence) 
and clUg if CI, p E Q (the universal congruence). If z is a congruence of 
(G, Q), we write 0: z for {b E Q: CI z p}, the equivalence class of zz which 
contains CI, and Q/Z for (a~ : NE&?}. We can partial order Q/Z by: 
~1% </?E if t<d for some ZECIZ, OE~Z. Note that Q/Z is always lower 
directed. If (G, Q) is not transitive, then Q/Z ( z # U) need not be a tree. 
However, if Q is totally ordered then so is Q/Z, and we know of no exam- 
ples of transitive tree permutation groups (G, 52) for which Q/Z ( z #U) 
is not a tree. There is a natural action (G, Q/Z ) given by (a z ) g = (ccg) z
(aEQ,gEG). 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Consider the tree Q(Z) (see Example 2.5). We define a 
relation z on Q(Z) by: CI z /J if a and /I are comparable and there are only 
finitely many points of Q(Z) between c1 and /3. Then z is a congruence of 
(A(Q(Z)), Q(Z)) whose equivalence classes are isomorphic to Z, Q(Z)/% 
is isomorphic to TN&Z), and (in contrast to the situation for chains) 
A(Q(Z))/L is a proper subgroup of A(Q(Z)/z ), where L is the lazy 
subgroup of the action (A(O(Z)), Q(Z)/z ). 
Let (G, 52) be a tree permutation group and 0 # A E fi. We say that A 
is a block of (G, 0) if A is convex and for each g E G, either Ag = A or 
Ag n A = 0. We now state the relationship between blocks and congruen- 
ces of (G, Q). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (G, $2) be a tree permutation group. The classes of 
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congruences of (G, Q) are blocks and conversely, 
of a congruence of (G, Sz). Moreover, if (G, 52 
corresponding congruence for any block is unique. 
every block is the class 
) is transitive, then the 
Proof Identical to that given in Theorem 1.5.: ! of [7]. 
Recall that the congruences of a transitive ordered permutation group 
(G, Q) form a chain under inclusion [9]. In contrast, we now give an 
example of a transitive strict tree permutation group whose congruences do 
not form a chain under inclusion. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Let 52 = TKo(Z) (see Example 1.9). For each cr~Q let 
K, = (z E Sz: o! is the immediate predecessor of r }. Note that K, is a totally 
unordered set, and consists of the least element of each of the N, pairwise 
isomorphic cones at cc We coordinatize each K, arbitrarily by Z. Now let 
t, E S(Z) be translation by 2, and let r1,2 E S(Z) be “reflection about l/2,” 
i.e., r,,, is defined by xrliz = -(x- 1) (xEZ). Then H= (t2, r,,,) is a 
transitive subgroups of S(Z). Let A, = (0, l} and A, = { 1,2}. Then for all 
h~HeitherAih=AjorAihnAi=12((i=1,2).Nowforeachmaximalsub- 
chain C c Q, we choose (by the Axiom of Choice) t, E A(Q) such that 
t, acts like translation by 1 on C, and for each a E Sz, t,. 1 KZ: K, + K,,,, 
permutes the coordinatization of K, by an element of H. Let G = (t, : C a 
maximal subchain of Q). Then (G, 52) is a transitive strict tree permutation 
group. Now choose B EQ, and let A; and A; be the subsets of K, whose 
elements have the coordinates (0, 1 } and { 1, 2}, respectively. Then A; and 
A; are blocks of (G, Sz) with A’, n A; # 0. Hence, from Theorem 3.2, the 
congruences associated with A; and A; are incomparable under inclusion. 
We say that a transitive tree permutation group (G, 52) is primitive if it 
has no non-trivial congruences. We say that Q is primitive if (A(Q), Q) is. 
The main goal of this section is to give a classification of transitive 
primitive tree permutation groups which are closed under patching. The 
following theorem gives a classification of transitive primitive depressible 
Z-permutation groups. 
THEOREM 3.4. (McCleary [ 111). Let (G, Q) be a transitiue primitive 
depressible l-permutation group. Then either: 
(i) (G, Q) is doubly transitive, or 
(ii) (G, Q) is the right regular representation of a subgroup of R. 
Moreover, (i) and (ii) are always primitive. 
Note that (ii) implies that (G, Q) is uniquely transitive. We now give 
some background information on ordered permutation groups. For more 
details see [7]. An ordered permutation group (G, 52) is said to be static 
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if ccg = u for all u E Q, g E G, and integral if Q = T% Z for some chain T and 
G acts like Z on Q (i.e., if gE G there exists m E Z such that 
(r, n)g = (z, n + m) (n E Z, r E T)). Note that being “static” is equivalent to 
the condition that G be trivial. Let (G, T) be a transitive primitive ordered 
permutation group with T not isomorphic to Z. We say that (G, Q) is 
transitively derived from (G, T) if Q is obtained by adjoining to T a subset 
of the set of orbits of G in T. 
If (G, Sz) is an ordered permutation group and d is a block of (G, Q), we 
say that A is extensive if for some 6 E A (equivalently, all 6 E A), 6G, is 
coterminal in A. Hence if (G, Q) is transitive, every block of (G, Q) is 
extensive. 
Let (G, Sz) be an ordered permutation group and let A be a block of 
(G, Q). Let F’(A), the “fatilication” of A, be the maximal convex subset 
of Q which contains A but is disjoint from all Ag with Ag# A. If 
(Ag: A < Ag} has no least element (or equivalently, { Ag: Ag < A ] has no 
greatest element) and P(A) = A, we say that A is a fat block. 
A block A of an ordered permutation group (G, a) is natural if it is 
extensive or fat. Hence if (G, Q) is transitive, every block of (G, Q) is 
natural. A congruence z of an ordered permutation group (G, 0) is called 
natural if all its classes are natural blocks, and (G, Q) is said to be primitive 
if it has no non-trivial natural congruences. 
We now state a few results concerning the above. 
THEOREM 3.5. (McClearly ) [ 121). Transitively derived, integral, and 
static ordered permutation groups are all primitive, and every primitive 
ordered permutation group falls into one of these classes. 
THEOREM 3.6. (McClearly [ 123). Let (G, Q) be a primitive depressible 
l-permutation group. Then (G, Q) is static, integral, or transitively derived 
from an l-permutation group that is doubly transitive, or the right regular 
representation of a subgroup of R. 
We now give conditions for which the transitivity of a tree permutation 
group (G, Q) is completety determined by the transitivity of (G Ic, C), for 
some maximal subchain C s Q. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let (G, Q) be a transitive tree permutation group. If there 
exists a maximal subchain CC D such that (G 1 c, C) is 2-transitive, then 
(G, Q) is weakly 2-transitive. 
Proof Let c(i, c(*, /I,, P2e52 with CI, <CI* and /I1 </I*, and let CSSZ be 
a maximal subchain such that (G Ic, C) is 24ransitive. From the tran- 
sitivity of (G, Q) there exist fi, fi E G such that c12 fi, pzf2 E C. Then 
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aIfi,j1f2EC with a,fi<qfi and fl,f2<&f2, and thus there exists 
LEG, such that (qfi)h=Jifi (i= 1,2). Let g=f,hf-‘. Then qg=fl, 
(i = 1, 2), and therefore (G, Q) is weakly 2-transitive. 1 
We now state the following theorem whose proof is trivial. 
THEOREM 3.8. If (G, Sz) is a 2-transitive tree permutation group, then 
(G, Q) is primitive. 
Recall that a subset A of a p.o. set Q is said it be dense in 52 if whenever 
~1, /I E Q and c1< fi, there is r E A with a < r < /I. In [9] Holland proved that 
a transitive Z-permutation group (G, Q) is primitive if and only if it satisfies 
the following: if /I E 52, PC is dense in 0 or 0 = Q E Z. We now investigate 
this relationship for tree permutation groups. 
LEMMA 3.9. Let (G, Q) be a transitive strict tree permutation group. rf 
there exists a maximal subchain C & 52 such that C r Z, then Sz s T,(Z) for 
2 < K some cardinal, and (G, 52) is not primitive. 
Proof From the transitivity of (G, Q), we trivially have that each maxi- 
mal subchain of Q is isomorphic to Z, and thus from transitivity R g T,(Z) 
for 2 < K some cardinal. Now let c( E Q be arbitrary, and let A = {z E Q : z 
is an immediate successor of E}. Then A is a non-trivial block of (G, Q) 
and thus induces a non-trivial congruence 2 of (G, 52). Note that 
Q/z ZQ. [ 
THEOREM 3.10. Let (G, 52) be a transitive primitive tree permutation 
group. Then either Q z Z or Q is dense. 
Proof Suppose that Sz is not isomorphic to Z. We show that Q is dense 
by way of contradiction. Suppose there exist ~1, pE 0 such that /I is an 
immediate successor of ~1. From the transitivity of (G, Q) there exists g E G 
such that ccg = /I. Let S = {ag’ : n E Z}. Then S is a convex subchain of Q 
isomorphic to Z. Now let D E D be any maximal subchain containing S. If 
S is unbounded above and below in D, then S= D 2 Z and thus from 
Lemma 3.9, Q z T,(Z) for 2 d rc some cardinal, and (G, $2) is not primitive, 
a contradiction. Hence S is bounded either above or below in D. Now let 
A = S u {z E Q : for some 0 E S (0 < t) there are only finitely many elements 
of 52 between o and r}. Then A is a non-trivial block of (G, s2) and thus 
induces a non-trivial congruence of (G, Q), a contradiction. Therefore, Q is 
dense. 1 
Let Q be a tree, and let cx, /I E 0. We say that /3 is a cover of c1 if /I > CL 
and no element of a lies strictly between them. Note that if jI is a cover of 
cy, then BE Sz, and thus if Sz is dense, no element of Sz has a cover. Also note 
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that if B does not cover a, then there exists 6 E Q such that c1< 6 < j?. Let 
A E r 5: 0. We define Conv,{A} := {t E r: there exist 0,6 E A with 
(T < z <S}, the convexifi:cation of A in r. 
THEOREM 3.11. Let (G, Q) be a transitive primitive tree permutation 
group. Then either Q 2 Z, or D is dense and (i) zf a E D, then for all T, a E fi 
with z < o and CJ not a cover of z there exists g E G such that z < ag < o. 
Proof: Assume that Q is not isomorphic to Z. Then from Theorem 3.10, 
Sz is dense and thus (i) clearly holds if CI EQ. Now suppose there exist 
a E D\Q and z, (T E 0, with r < c and D not a cover of r such that for all 
gE G, ag does not lie strictly between r and c. Then choose 6 EQ with 
r < 6 < 0, and let ME Q be maximal with respect to : (1) A4 is convex 
and lower directed, (2) S E M, and (3) Convn{ M} n aG = @. Note that 
IMl > 1. We now show that A4 is a block of (G, Q). By definition M is 
convex. Suppose there exists f E G such that M # Mf and Mn Mf # fzr. 
Clearly Mu Mf is convex and lower directed, and ConvD{ M u Mf) = 
ConvO{M} u ConvO(M}f: Hence Convn(Mu Mf} n aG = 0, for 
otherwise Conva { M} n aG # @, a contradiction. Thus M u Mf satisfies 
(l), (2), and (3), contradicting the maximality of M. Therefore, M is a non- 
trivial block of (G, a) and thus induces a non-trivial congruence of (G, Q), 
a contradiction. 1 
COROLLARY 3.12. Let (G, Q) be a transitive primitive tree permutation 
group such that no element of Q\sZ has a cover. Then either Q z Z or for 
all a E Q, aG is dense in 0. 
Proof: Assume that Q is not isomorphic to Z, and let a, T, Ada with 
z < g. Since CJ does not cover z there exists (from Theorem 3.11) g E G such 
that T < ag < c. Thus aG is dense in D. 1 
We now show by example that the converse of Theorem 3.11 is not true, 
i.e., we give examples of transitive non-primitive strict trees Q which are 
dense and satisfy condition (i) of Theorem 3.11. 
EXAMPLE 3.13. We build Q from R in the natural way as a countable 
union of p.o. sets (see Example 1.9) such that r.o.(Q) = 2, ram(Q) = D\Q, 
each a E ram(a) has two covers, the two cones at each ramification point 
are isomorphic, and for each maximal subchain C E Q, Cr R and 
A(Q) 1 c = A(C) g A(R). Now since for each maximal subchain CG Q, 
(A(Q) Ic, C) is 2-transitive, it follows from Lemma 3.7 that .Q is weakly 
2-transitive. Furthermore, Q is dense and satisfies condition (i) of Theorem 
3.11. However, D is not primitive since the two covers of any ramification 
point form a non-trivial block of Q, and thus induce a non-trivial 
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congruence of 52. The following picture indicates the general branching 
scheme for Q. 
A hole of Q 
EXAMPLE 3.14. Consider Q(R), where R is a dense Ohkuma subgroup 
of the reals (see Example 2.5). Let A be an arbitrary R-block of Q(R) (see 
the last paragraph of Example 2.5). From Lemma 2.3 we see that A is a 
nontrivial block of Q(R), and thus induces a non-trivial congruence of 
Q(R). Therefore, Q(R) is not primitive. However, Q(R) is dense and 
satisfies condition (i) of Theorem 3.11. In fact, no hole of Q(R) has a cover 
and thus from Corollary 3.12, ctA(Q(R)) is dense in Q(R) for all a en(R). 
DEFINITION 3.15. Let (G, Q) be a transitive tree permutation group. If 
(G 1 c, C) is primitive for each maximal subchain C of Sz, we say that (G, 52) 
is chain primitive. Trivially, a transitive primitive ordered permutation 
group is chain primitive. 
Example 3.13 shows that a non-primitive strict tree may be chain 
primitive. The next theorem gives sufficient conditions for a strict tree 
permutation group (G, 52) which guarantee chain primitivity. 
THEOREM 3.16. Let (G, Q) be a transitive primitive depressible strict tree 
permutation group. Then (G, 52) is chain primitive. 
Proof. Suppose there exists a maximal subchain CS Sz such that 
(G I,-, C) is not primitive. Let A be a non-trivial natural block of some non- 
trivial natural congruence of (G 1 c, C). Let A, = A. For a non-limit ordinal 
i>O, let A,=Ai-,uU{(Ai_,)g:gEG, Ai~,n(A,+,)g#@21), and for a 
limit ordinal i>O, let Ai= Uj,; Aj. Define A* = lJAi (A* is the block of 
(G, Q) generated by A or equivalently the smallest block of (G, Q) contain- 
ing A). We now show that A* # 0, for then A* will be a non-trivial block 
of (G, Q), and thus will induce a non-trivial congruence of (G, Q), a 
contradiction. Now the natural block A must either be extensive or fat. 
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Suppose that d is an extensive block of (GI,, C). We have two cases to 
consider. 
Case 1. A is unbounded below in C. Then since A # C, A must be 
bounded above in C. Let CI = supe{ A >. Since A is unbounded below in C, 
A n Ag # @ for all g E G. Choose z, u E C with c1< z < r~. From Theorem 
3.11, there exists gE G such that r < erg < 0. Note that Ag c C. Now 
(Glc, C) is isomorphic to (GI,, Cg) via (cp, g), where cp is conjugation by 
g, and thus Ag is a non-trivial extensive block of (G 1 c.E, Cg). Choose 6 E A. 
Then 6 E Ag and thus by definition, 6(G 1 c,)d, is coterminal in Ag. Hence 
there exists h E (G,),, such that z < 6h. Let S be the non-trivial orbital of 
h containing 6. Note that SC Age C. Define f by 
f= f1 on SC’ Q\F’. 
Then, since G is depressible, f E G, and flc E G 1 c with d(SI c) # A and 
A(fj c) n A # a, a contradiction. 
Case 2. A is bounded below in C. Let LX = infc {A}. We now prove that 
if g E G with A n Ag # 0 then clg = ~1. Suppose there exists g E G such that 
A n Ag # 0 and ag # a. Note that erg 1~1. Without loss of generality assume 
that ug-ca, for ifAnAg#@ and ag>cr then AnAg-‘#IZ( and ag-‘<a. 
Now choose z, c E Ag with B E A and z < a. Note that CI < O. Let 6 and p 
denote egg-’ and rg--‘, respectively. Then 6, p E A with p < 6. Since 6(G) c)d 
is coterminal in A there exists h E (G,.), such that 6h < 0. From the 
transitivity of (G, Q) and the fact that G is depressible, there exists k E G 
consisting of one non-trivial orbital (this orbital will be negative) such that 
ok= Sh. Note that zkh-’ < CI. Let f=gkh-‘. Then Sf=Sgkh-’ = okhe’= 
Shh ~ ’ = 6 and pf = pgkh - ’ = zkh - ’ < ~1. Let S be the non-trivial orbital of 
f containing ,u. Define f by 
on SC’ 
on Q\S”. 
Note that SC C since Sf = 6. Then, since G is depressible, f~ G, and 
fl c E G ) c with A(fl =) # A and A(flc) n A # 0, a contradiction. Therefore, 
if A n Ag # 0 (ge G) then clg = CI. Hence A* is a non-trivial block of 
(G,Q) (since {fi~Q:p $ cz}nA*=@), and thus A* induces a non-trivial 
congruence of (G, Q), a contradiction. 
Now suppose that A is a fat block of (GI,, C). From the definition of 
a fat block we see that d is bounded in C. Let IX= infc {A}. As in Case 2, 
we prove that if A n Ag # 0 (g E G) then erg = CY. Suppose there exists g E G 
such that A n Ag # 0 and erg < a. Choose 6 E A such that 6g E A. Now since 
48, 146,?-4 
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A is a fat block of (G 1 c, C) there exist r, g E A with the following proper- 
ties: r < o < 6, rg < ag < CI, and ogh = 6 for some h E G, with zgh 4 A. From 
the transitivity of (G, 52) and the fact that G is depressible, there exists 
k E G consisting of one non-trivial orbital (this orbital will be negative) 
such that 6k = CT. Note that zkgh < CI. Let f = kgh. Then Sf = skgh = agh = 6 
and rf = tkgh < s(. Let 5’ be the non-trivial orbital off containing t. Define 
fby 
f=.o( OnSc’ 
on Q\S”. 
Note that SE C since Sf = 6. Then, since G is depressible, f~ G, and 
fl c E G 1 c with Acfl c) # A and A(f( c) n A # a, a contradiction. Therefore, 
if A n Ag # 0 (g E G) then ccg = CI. Hence A* is a non-trivial block of 
(G,Q) (since {fl~sZ:j3 2 a}nA*=@), and thus A* induces a nontrivial 
congruence of (G, Q), a contradiction. Therefore, (G, Q) is chain 
primitive. 1 
Let (G, Q) be an ordered permutation group. An element e #g E G is 
said to be a non-rigid automorphism of 52 if there exists c1 E 52 such that 
ag = ~1. The following fact will be used in the proof of the next theorem. If 
(G, Q) is static, integral, or transitively derived from an ordered permuta- 
tion group that is the right regular representation of a subgroup of R, then 
G does not contain any non-rigid automorphism of Q. We now arrive at 
the main result of this paper. We first need the following proposition whose 
proof is trivial. 
PROPOSITION 3.17. If (G, Q) is transitively derived from a doubly tran- 
sitive ordered permutation group, then for all CI E 6, crG is dense in 0. In 
particular, Q is dense. 
THEOREM 3.18. Let (G, 22) be a transitive primitive tree permutation 
group closed under patching. Then either: 
(i) (G, Q) is the right regular representation of a subgroup of R, or 
(ii) Sz is dense, no hole of Q has more than one cover, and for each 
maximal subchain C of 52, (G 1 c, C) is transitively derived from a doubly 
transitive l-permutation group. 
Moreover, any (G, Q) satisfying (i) is primitive, and a transitive depressible 
tree permutation group (G, Sz) satisfying (ii) is primitive. 
Proof: If (G, Q) is uniquely transitive then, from Theorem 2.9, 52 is a 
chain. Therefore, from Lemma 1.4 and Theorems 1.7 and 3.4, (G, 52) is the 
right regular representation of a subgroup of R. So suppose that (G, 52) is 
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not uniquely transitive. Then Q is not isomorphic to Z, and thus from 
Theorem 3.11, Q is dense. Now the set of covers of a hole of Q forms a 
block of (G, Q), and thus no hole of D can have more than one cover. 
From Theorems 1.7 and 3.16, we have that for each maximal subchain 
C G Q, (G Ic, C) is a primitive I-permutation group closed under patching. 
Therefore, from Lemma 1.4 and Theorem 3.6, we have for each maximal 
subchain C E 52, (G / c, C) is either static, integral, or transitively derived 
from an I-permutation group that is doubly transitive, or the right regular 
representation of a subgroup of the reals. 
We first show that there exists a maximal subchain Cc s2 such that 
(G Ic. C) is transitively derived from a doubly transitive I-permutation 
group. Suppose there does not exist such a maximal subchain. Let CI E Q be 
arbitrary. Then since (G, 52) is not uniquely transitive, G, # {e 1, and so 
there exist /I E Q and g E G, such that Bg # /I We now show that PC, is a 
non-trivial block of (G, 8). Now in this case, since G is depressible, (G, 52) 
has the following property: if g E G moves some element of a up or down 
then g moves every element of 0. Therefore, PC, is a totally unordered set 
and thus convex. We now show that PC, has the block property (i.e., for 
all h E G, /?G, n PG,h # @ implies that PC, = PG,h). To prove this we first 
show that we can take /I > c(. If /? < a, then g induces an element g of any 
G / D, D a maximal subchain of B containing ~1, such that 2 is a non-rigid 
automorphism of D, a contradiction. Now suppose that IY 11 p. Let 
6 = inf{B, /Ig}. Then 6g = 6, and since G is closed under patching we may 
then take g to be the identity on {r E 12 : t I+- 6). Hence we may assume that 
/J > a. 
Suppose PC, n /?G,f# fzr (SE G). Then there exist h,, h, E G, such that 
/3h,=/?hJ Let k=h;‘h,. Then since (/?h,)kf=jIh,>cr, we have kfEG,, 
for otherwise (since G is depressible) kf would induce an element v of 
some Cl,, D a maximal subchain of 52, such that v is a non-rigid 
automorphism of D, a contradiction. Then f e kp ‘G, = G, (since k-’ E G,) 
and thus DC, = BG,f: Hence jIGl is a non-trivial block of (G, Q), and thus 
induces a non-trivial congruence of (G, Q), a contradiction. Therefore, 
there must exist a maximal subchain CL Q such that (Cl c, C) is tran- 
sitively derived from a doubly transitive f-permutation group. 
We now show that for each maximal subchain DssZ, (Cl,, D) is 
transitively derived from a doubly transitive l-permutation group. Let 
D z Q be any other maximal subchain. Choose a E C n D. Since (G 1 c, C) 
is transitively derived from a doubly transitive I-permutation group, there 
exist /?,o, ZEC and geG, such that T<o<~<c(, /?g=fi, and ag=r. Let 
S be the non-trivial orbital of g containing B. Note that SE D. Define f by 
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Then, since G is depressible, f E G. Now fl D E G) D and fl D is a non-rigid 
automorphism of D. Therefore, (G 1 D, D) is transitively derived from a 
doubly transitive I-permutation group. 
From Theorem 3.4, any (G, Q) satisfying (i) is primitive. We now show 
that a transitive depressible tree permutation group (G, Q) satisfying (ii) is 
primitive. More generally, we prove the following: Let (G, Q) be a tran- 
sitive depressible tree permutation group. If no hole of Q has more than 
one cover, and there exists a maximal subchain Cc_ 52 such that (G/,, C) 
is transitively derived from a doubly transitive ordered permutation group, 
then (G, Q) is primitive. 
From the transitivity of (G, Q), we have: for each a E Q there exists a 
maximal subchain D of Q such that c1 E D and (G/,, D) is transitively 
derived from a doubly transitive ordered permutation group. Hence from 
Proposition 3.17, Q is dense. 
Now let A be a block of (G, Q) with IAJ > 1. We first show that for some 
UEQ, U,:={z~n:~~~}cA.SincelAl>l,thereexista,B~Awithcc#B. 
Case 1. c( /j p. Without loss of generality assume that /? < ~1. Let 
CI #c E U, be arbitrary, and let D E Q be a maximal subchain such that 
o E D and (G I D, D) is transitively derived from a doubly transitive ordered 
permutation group. Then from Proposition 3.17, there exist ~1, 6E Q and 
hEG(DsuchthatB<~<<<~,~h=~,and6h>o.Thensince~,6E:Aand 
p=ph<a<dh, we have that aEAh. Now AhnA#@ (since peAhnA) 
and so Ah = A. Thus a E A. Hence, in this case, U, G A. 
Case 2. c1 /I /I. Let v = inf{ tx, p}. Then since Q is dense and no hole of 
Sz has more than one cover, one of c1 or fi, say a, is not an immediate 
successor of v. As before, let a # a E U, be arbitrary, and let D c Q be a 
maximal subchain such that a E D and (G 1 D, D) is transitively derived from 
a doubly transitive ordered permutation group. Then from Proposition 3.17, 
there exist p,6ESZ and hEG\, such that v<p<6<a, ph=p, and 6h>a. 
Let S be the non-trivial orbital of h containing 6, Define f by 
f= ; 
i 
on SC’ 
on a\S”. 
Then, since G is depressible, f E G. Note that pf = fi. Thus Af n A # fzr and 
so Af = A. Then a E A (since CY < a < Sf < ctf) and so again U, c A. Hence, 
in either case, there exists CI E Q such that U, G A. 
We now show that L,:= {z E a: r < cz} E: A. Let 6 E L, be arbitrary. 
From the transitivity of (G, 52) there exists h E G such that ah = 6. Now 
U, n (Ah n A) # 0 and so Ah = A. Therefore, 6 E A and so L, c A. 
Now let 6 E Q be arbitrary. From the transitivity of (G, 52) there exists 
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h E G such that crh = S. Now L, n (Ah n A) # 0 and so Ah = A. Therefore, 
6 E A and so A = 52. Thus (G, Sz) is primitive. 1 
COROLLARY 3.19. Let (G, Q) be a chain-transitive strict tree permutation 
group closed under patching. Then (G, Q) is primitive if and only if it is 
weakly 2-transitive and no hole of Q has more than one cover. 
In [16] Treybig proved that a transitive Dedekind-complete chain is 
2-homogeneous. In contrast, Example 2.5 (consider Q(Z)) shows that 
a transitive Dedekind-complete tree need not even be chain transitive. 
However, as a consequence of Theorem 3.18 and Theorem 5.26 of [4] we 
have the following. 
COROLLARY 3.20. Let (G, 0) be a transitive primitive Dedekind-complete 
tree permutation group closed under patching. Then (G, 52) is 2-homogeneous. 
We remark that a 2-homogeneous trict tree permutation group may 
contain maximal subchains which are not isomorphic. For Droste 
[4, Corollary 6.121 gives an example of a 2-homogeneous trict tree which 
contains two different isomorphism types of maximal subchains. 
Now let a be an ordinal number. A chain Sz is said to be an q,-set if 
whenever A, BS D with A < B and JAI, IBI < N,, there exists acO such 
that A < u < B. Any q,-set of cardinality K, is called an cc-set; for example 
Q is a O-set. q,-sets are precisely the Hz-saturated models of the theory of 
dense linear ordering without endpoints (Chang and Keisler [2, Proposi- 
tion 5.4.21). We now state some facts concerning a-sets (as listed in 
[7, pp. 187, 1883). 
(a) Any two a-sets are isomorphic. 
(b) Any a-set is NE-homogeneous (i.e., any isomorphism between sub- 
sets of cardinality <K, can be extended to an automorphism of the chain). 
(c) If s2 is an q,-set and T is a chain with 1 TI < K,, then T can be 
order embedded in 52. 
(d) Assuming GCH (Generalized Continuum Hypothesis) a-sets 
exist whenever K, is a regular cardinal (i.e., if cf(K,) = K,). 
(e) If K, is regular and a is an a-set, then (al = 2Rz 
(f) If K, is regular, then any point of an or-set has character c,,. 
We now give an example of a transitive primitive tree which is not chain 
transitive. 
EXAMPLE 3.21. Let D be a l-set. Then each r E D has character c, i . 
Moreover, D has holes of characters col, ci,,, and c,, . Now choose ~1, 
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TV Eo\D of characters cIO and c,, , respectively. Let C = D u cd(D). Note 
that C is not transitive since a point of character cI, cannot be mapped to 
a point of character cIO. However, (,4(C), C) = (,4(D), C) is transitively 
derived from the doubly transitive I-permutation group (,4(D), D). 
NowletC’={ttzC:ct<r}andC”=(r~C:~<r}.Wedefine(Q,d)in 
the natural way as in Example 1.9 but with the following changes: First, let 
A, = B, = C. Now if (A i, < ) and Bi- I c A, have already been defined for 
some FEZ+, we obtain (Ai+, , < ) by adjoining at each p E BiP I a copy C,) 
of the chain C’ if fl has character c, , in the maximal subchain of B, ~ , con- 
taining fl ; otherwise we adjoin a copy C, of the chain C” (see Example 1.9 
for the the definition of Bi). Then (52, < ) = uisz+ (A ;. 6 ) is a tree with the 
following properties: (1) ram(Q) = D and r.o.(Q) = 2, (2) for each maximal 
subchain B&Q, BrC and A(Q)l.=A(B)zA(C), and (3) the two cones 
at each ramification point are non-isomorphic. 
From (2) we see that Q is not chain transitive. However, we may use the 
method of Example 2.5 to show that Q is transitive. Now no hole of 52 has 
a cover, and for each maximal subchain B of 0, (A(Q) B) is transitively 
derived from the doubly transitive I-permutation group (A(D), D). 
Therefore, from Theorem 3.18, Sz is primitive. 
We conclude this paper with an example illustrating that a weakly 
2-transitive tree with no hole with more than one cover need not be 
2-transitive. We first need the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.22. Let (G, Q) be a 2-transitive tree permutation group. 
Then whenever CI, p E ram(Q), there exists g E G such that ag = /? (i.e., G acts 
transitively on ram(Q)). 
Proof: Let c(, fl E ram(Q). Then there are 0, r, 6, PE fi with cr 11 t, 
c( = inf{o, r}, 6 )I ,u, /? = inf{b, p}. By 2-transitivity there exists g E G with 
(0, T}g= (6, p}. Then w=B, I 
EXAMPLE 3.23. Let C be a l-set. Choose tl, o E C\C of characters cIO 
and cll, respectively, and let C’={r~C:tx<r} and C”={~EC:U<Z}. 
We define (Q, < ) in the natural way as in Example 1.9 but with the follow- 
ing changes: First, let A r = B, = C. Now if (Ai, < ) and B,- 1 E Ai have 
already been defined for some i E Z +, we obtain (Ai+ r, 6 ) by adjoining 
at each fl E Bip ,\Bip, a copy C, of the chain C’ if p has character c,~ 
in the maximal subchain of Bi_ I containing /I; otherwise we adjoin two 
copies C, of the chain C” (see Example 1.9 for the definition of Bj). 
Then (52, <)=IJisz+ (Ai, < ) is a tree with the following properties: 
(1) ram(Q) = fi\Q, (2) for each maximal subchain BE 52, B g C and 
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A(Q)I,=A(B) z:A(C), and (3) the cones at each ramification point are 
pairwise isomorphic. 
Now (2) implies that Sz is weakly 2-transitive. Then since 52 has no hole 
with a cover, Corollary 3.19 gives that Q is primitive. However, from 
Proposition 3.22, 52 is not 2-transitive since A(Q) does not act transitively 
on ram(O), for some ramification points of Q have two cones while others 
have three. 
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